
Included with all my wedding photography is a free 1 hour engagement shoot for the happy couple. 
This means we will have met before your big day and as well as talking over the arrangements you 
can get used to having your photograph taken and hopefully be nice and relaxed on your wedding 

day. Also all edited images go onto a password protected gallery on my website for you to view. 

£499
Coverage starts approximately one hour before your wedding with guests arrival and carries on 

until the cake is cut and your evening celebrations begin. This is approximately 5 hours coverage. 
High resolution edited images will be provided on a presentation DVD.   

£649
Coverage starts with the bridal preparations then full coverage of the ceremony  and carries on until 

the cake is cut and the evening celebrations begin.This is approximately 7 hours coverage.  
High resolution edited images will be provided on a presentation DVD.

£749
Coverage starts with the bridal preparations carries on through the ceremony and into the evening 

celebrations. including the first dance. This is approximately 10 hours coverage. 

A few extras are also available :

 For £99 I would be happy for your guests to send me their digital images for me to edit into the 
story of your day. It can be hard to keep track of all the images of your big day across social media 

and all the ones you never see which remain in the cameras and computers of your friends and 
family. I can put them all in one place for you. 

Photobooks are , I believe, the best way to present your photos. Photographs should be printed to 
be enjoyed by as many people as possible. Albums can be beautiful but I think a book tends to live 

on a bookshelf whereas, for whatever reason, albums seem to go into cupboards and drawers. With 
your photo book living on a shelf you can see it is more likely to come down and get looked at which 
is the whole point of employing a professional photographer in the first place. Prices start at £125 for 
a 13” x 11” hardback which we can sit in my office and edit until you are happy with it (or proof online 

if you prefer).       

Prints are available in all shapes and sizes. Some normal sizes (in inches) are :
6 x 4 mounted £3.99
7 x 5 mounted £5.99

10 x 8 mounted £12.99
16 x 9 £16.99

I print standard sizes myself to guarantee the quality and colour accuracy. 

Custom orders are possible up to A0 (46 x 33) so if you have a large wall to fill at home we can 
discuss something bigger.  
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These prices are designed to give you an idea of my pricing. However, I do not have set ‘packages’ because everyone is 
different, wants different things and shouldn’t have their day proscribed to them.  


